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A nonempty word is unbordered if and only if it has no proper period. We study in this paper 
the relationship between the smallest period of a wor6 and the maximum length of its 
unbordered segments. We established: If the length of a word is greater or eyuaE to farrdr times: tk 
maximum length of its unbordered segments, then this maximum length is the smallest period of 
the word. This gives the answer announced in [4] to the question asked in Es]. 
1. Introduction 
The periodicity of words is a basic concept of main interest for the study of 
various proble,ns on words as combinatorial relations [8] or string searching 
algorithms [ 7 1. 
We discusIs in this paper the relationship between the smallest period of a word 
2nd the maximum length of its unbordered segments. This gives an answer to the 
question asked in [6]. 
Let A be an alphabet and A* be the free monoi’d generated by A. The length 
of a word f is denoted by ifl. We use Q, b ts denote letters, k, i, m, p, q t:D denote 
integers, and the other latin letters to denote words. 
An integer k is a period of the word al l l l a.,, of length n if and only if for all i 
in the range lG<n-k we have ai= &+k. This can be equivalently formulated, 
for k s n, by: f satisfies an equation f = ug, = g,u with lgll = k. For each word f 
there exists a smallest period which is denoted by A(f). We say that a word f is an 
unbordered word if and only if A(f) = \f\* The maximum length of 
segments of a word j’ is denoted by p(f). 
We have: for each word jf, h(f) 3 p.(f) (Proposition 2.2). And the question is: for 
which condition does the equality X(D = b~!.m hold? A first result is 81 conseql?ence 
of the properties of Lyndon words which are a particular case of unbordered wmd 
in <:lonnection with the lexicographic order [2, S]: for IfI a 2hlj’) - 2 QIUQ 
ACf) = clot) (Proposition 4.1). 
Furthermore we develop here the ar e 
announced the following res 
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Let f be a word. If IfI :z 4p(f) - 6, then we have A(f) = p(f). 
The same problem has bee* I studied in the context of infinite words. And, with 
ahe corresponding definition of p, we have: Each infinite word (Y for which pl(ar) is 
finite, is periodic of period p(a), [6, l]. 
Ehrenfeucht and Silberger introdumd the following question in [6]: what about 
finite w,ords? And they proposed as a~ conjecture: if IfI 3 2@(f), then A(f) =T p(f)? 
Such a conjecture fails as it is shown by an example given in [l] and If\- 2p@ can 
be as large as we want with A(f) # &). 
We show \fl>4p(f) to be ,I suacient condition to conclude, but the question 
remains erJen to obtain 3&‘) as the true limit condition. 
In Section 2 we give general properties of unbordered words. In Section 3 we 
develop the proof of the key result (Lemma 3.4). Then we prove the announced 
theorem in Section 4. 
2. General prapertfes 
Throughout this paper we USC, shorter and longer as a comparative reference to 
the length of the words. 
A non-empty word u is a border of the word f if and only if u is both a prefix 
and a suffix of f. Each word f is a border of itself and there exists a unique bstrder 
of f which is shorter than any other. 
A non-empty word f is unbordered if and only if it has no proper border, i.e., f 
is the unique horder of f. 
Man 2.1. Led f be a wovd and u be the shortest border of f. The following 
yroposi tions hold : 
(1) IA is an unbordered word; 
(2) IX is the up kpe unbordered prefix and suffix of f; 
(3) &z.er u = f and f is u&ordered, or f has th.e form f = uuu. 
f, Assume that w is a border of u. Since w is a prefix of f, the word w i:; a 
prefu of f. Since u is a sufhx of f the word w is a suftix of f. Then u? is a border of 
1 
f. Since u is the shortest border of f we have MJ = U. Hence u is the unique border / 
of 3 and u is ;kn u&ordered word. This proves (I). I 
Assume that w is a border of ,a. Then u is shorter than w and u is a prefix of w. ’ 
ce u and \Y are two suflkes of f, u is a suffix of w. Hence u is a border of w. 
This proves (2). 
Assume that f is not unbordered. Then, for some non-empty words u1 and u2 
Suppose that the prefix and the su%x u of f overlap and let 
segment. 
‘. _ //, “: . 
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Then w is a prefix and a suffix of u. According to (1) u is an unbordered word and 
this is a contradiction. 
Hence, we have lull 2 lu\ and, for some D, we have I.I~ = UU, v2 = UIJ and f =: uvu. 
This proves (3). U 
Proposition 2.2. For each word f, one has the inequality h(f) 2 p(f). 
Proof. Let w be a segment of f and assume that Iw] > A(f). Then hCfi is a period 
of f and a period of w. This means that w can be written as w = w,u = uw2 with 
lwll = Iw21 = A(f). Hence w has a proper border u and w is not unbordered. 
It follows that for each unbordered segment u of f we have ]ui6 A(f). 
Therefore the maximum length p(f) of the unbordered segments of f satisfies 
r_lCf)sA<fl. 0 
As it is shown in [6], each word can he written in a unique form as a 
conca.tenation of unbordered prefixes of itself. 
Proposition 2.3. For each word f there exists a uviqcre sequence (fI, . . . , fk) of 
unbordered prefixes of f such that f = fk l l l fl. Furthermore the following proposi- 
tions holds : 
(1) fi is the shortest border of f; 
(?) fk is the longest unbordered prefix off; 
(3) for all i in the range 1 s i s k, fi is an unbordered prefix of fk. 
roof. Let fi be the shortest border of f and f = gfI. Then fl is an unbordered 
prefix of f. Either fl = f. Or f, # f and, by induction on the length of the vord we 
have g -. fkfk_, 9 l l f2 where each fi is an unbordered prefix of g. Hence, f = fk l - l f 1 is 
a concatenation of u&ordered prefix of f. This proves that there exists such a 
decomposition of f. Since fI is necessarily an unbordered prefix and suffix of f the 
unicity of such a decomposition holds. 
Furthermore fl is the shortest border of f and this proves (1). 
Let u be the longest unbordered prefix of f. Then fk is a prefix of v, and t 
exists an integer i in the range 1 < i s k, and a non-empty word f i such that fi is a 
prefix of fi and ZI = f&+l l 0 l fl. Thus fi is a prefix of f and it is 
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such of o. Srince u is an unborderzd word, we have ji = v, and ii follows that 
and ;‘: = jk. This proves (2). 
Le ‘: i be an integer in the range 1 G ’ - 1 s k. Since ji is an unbordered prefk of j, 
and according to roperty (2), we have: fi is an unbordered prefix of jk. q 
Let f be an unbordered word and fl, . . . , fk be proper prefixes of j. 
Then, the concatenation f 1 l l 3 fkf is an u&ordered word. 
Let fk+* = f and assume that u is border of j1 l l * j,J. Since u is a prefix of 
pefix 
+, there exists an integer i in the range 1 s i s k + 1 and a non empty 
f: of fi such that u = fl l = . ji.-ljie Since u is a suffix of jl l l l jd and fi 
n f, we have fl is : suffix of j. Thus jr is a border of j. Since f is an 
rdered word we have necessarily ji = j. Hence i = k + 1 and u = j1 8 l l fkfk+l. 
It follows that fi . 9 l jkf has no proper border. It is an unbordered word. Cl 
5. Let f be a word and h be the longest unbordered prefix off. Assume 
lf h is net a segment of U, then uh is an unbordered word. 
Amrding to Proposition 2.3. we h,de hv = hhk l l - hr where hk, . . . , hl 
are unbordered prefixes of h. Since h is not a segment of U, hk, . . . , hl are proper 
prefixes of h, Hence, according to Proposition 2.4., we have that uh is an 
u&ordered word. Cl 
Let f = huh be a word and assume that h is an unbordered segment 
hat h has length p(j). Then, j has the form f = hk, where k is an integer 
k a 2, and A(f) = p(f). 
Suppose that there ti:xists a segment of j which has the form hu’h and such 
is not a segment of 0’. According to Corollary 2.5 ., u’h is an unbordered 
word aild we have lu’hl s plf,. Since IhI=: p(j) no such a segment exists with U’ a 
non-empty word. 
Therefore, f has necessm+ly the form f = hk where k is an integer and R 2 2. 
Thus lhl is a period of f and A(++[. A ccording to Proposition 2.2. we have 
Acf)=&L(f). 0 
is a particular case. for which the equality a(j) = ~1~0 holds, but further 
investigations are more interesting. 
Let f be a word, a be a letter, u bt: a word an 
I?rpfix of au. Assume that the foELowing conditions 
au’ be tb longest 
hold: 
Ci) either au is a prefix 0f f, or f is a prefix of au ; 
and au’ is not a su 
WQEd is a shortlest border of f. 
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. If u is the empty word, then the result immediately holds. We assume that 
u is not empty. The word au’ is u&ordered, and u’ is not a prefix of au’. Then 
the word f is not reduced to u’. Let b be the letter such that bu’ is a suffix of f. We 
have b different from a. 
Let v be the 
a u 
f - 
,-,,,,------wb 
. 9 
a, U’ I b* u’ _ 
shortest border of f. According to Proposition 2.1.) 21 is an 
unbordered word, and, according to the condition (i), either 21 is a prefix of au, or 
au is a preti of 2). 
Case 1: 1~1 <)au’l. v is a prefix of au’ and v is a suffix of u’. Since au’ is an 
unbordered word, this is not possible. 
Case 2: Iv1 = lau’l. Since v is a suffix of f we have v = bu’ and v = au:‘. This is a 
contradiction with E # a. 
Case 3: lau’l<lvlSlaul. Th en v is an u&ordered prefix of au strictly longer 
than au’. This is impossible. 
Therefore we have laul< [vi and it follows that au is a proper prefix of V. This 
ends the proof. q 
con, 2.8. Let a and b be two diflerent letters and u be a word. Let au’ be the 
longest unbordered prefix of au. Then, bu” is not a segment of au. 
proof, Suppose that bu’ is a segment of au. Then au has the form avbu’w. The 
word avbu’ satisfies the hypothesis of Lem.ma 2.7. Then au is a proper prefix of 
avbu’ and it is a proper prefix of au. This is impossible. 
Therefore bu’ is not a segment of au. Cl 
. Let f be a word, a be a letter, and u such that either au is a prefix of 
f, or f is a pre$x of au. Let au’ be the longest unbordered prefi of au. Assume that 
u’ is a suflx off and that au’ is not a suffix off. 
We have: if au is not a segment of f in another position than prefix, then f is an 
unbordered word and au is proper p&.x ?f f. 
Let v be the shortest border of f. The conditions of 
satisfied. It follows that au is a per prefix of 2). Since v is a su1 
not a segment of f in another 
re 
is 
Therefore f is an u&ordered wor 
Let f be a word 
the word 2r is twice a segment off. Ij 
f * 
Lx~ h be the longest word which is a suffix of f{ and a suffix of fi. Possibly 
e empty word. Let us show that h = f’t . 
f i V f; 
, .--I- - -- 
h 
ry - V 
a. 
f2 
c 
h 
-- 
.- 
4 
pose t’hat h is different from fi. Let a and b be the two different letters 
su ah is a suffix of fi and bh is a suffix of f’l. We consider u = hv and au’ 
the longest u&ordered prefix of au, and u’ such that u = u’u”. 
I f i 
V f; 
a 
e U . U’ U" 
I 
: f” 1 V 
,# 
f2 
b 
: 
I 
b 
: 
U I 
- UH 
4 
: 
L,ct g’, g” defined by fi = g’ ah and g” = u”fi, and g such that f = g’gg”. 
We have, either au is a prefix of g, or g is a prefix of au. The word u’ is a sufhx 
of g and au’ is not a sufTix of g. According to Lemma 2.7., au is a proper prefix of 
the shortest border w of g. Hence lwi > laul = !ahvf. Since 1111 Z= p(f)- 1 we have 
p(f). Then w is an u&ordered segment of f and w is strictly longer than 
This is a contradiction with the definition of &.f)_ 
It fohows that the word h cannot be different from .f;. Therefore f; is a suffix of 
11 f” and f ;vf z is a suffix of f. 
IR a similar way we have f;ufi is a prefk of ,T. 
Therefore five k a prek and a suffix of f. 0 
Let f be a word. If there exists a word with Eength greater or equal to 
is ,~ice a segment of f, ther the loglgest word which is twice a 
a prefk and a sujjk of f. 
ronosUqr 2.10. q 
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. Let f be a word and u be a word of length p(f). If uu is a segment 
off then we have h(f)=p(f). 
Proof. Let f = fiufi = f’;ufi with f;l = f iu amd f$ = I&“. According to Proposition 
2.10, f: is a suffix of fy and fi is a prefix of f& Then, lul is a period of fy and f;. 
Hence lul is a period of f. According to lul= cc(f) and &+~hCf), we have 
U.D=~(f)* 0 
COIOUUY 2.13. Let f be a word. If an unbordered word of length p(f) is twice a 
segment of f, then A(f) = p(f). 
roof. Let f = uhvhw where h is an unbordered word and lhl= F(f). According to 
Corollary 2.6, huh has the form hk where k is an integer and k 2 2. Then, 
according to Corollary 2.12, we have p(f) = h(f). 0 
Remarks 2.1. (a) In Proposition 2.10 the hypothesis 1~12 pcf) - 1 cannot be 
weakened. Let us consider the word f- anban+l banban’2banban”ban. We have 
A(f)==4n+7, and &f)=3n+6. The word an”‘ba”ban’l has length 3n+4 and it 
is the longest word which is twice a segment of f. It is neither a prefix of f, neither 
a suffix of f. 
(b) The word f = anban+‘banban~2banban+1 ban has length 7n + 10 and satisfies 
IfI - 2pcf) = n - 2 and A(f) # p(f). For such a word the conjecture of [6] fails as it 
is shown in [l]. 
3. The mijoration lemma 
‘The following is a construction which leads. to Lemma 3.4 (MajoratLr 
Lemma). This lemma is basic to prove the main res\:lt Lemma 4.3. 
The purpose is to prove that a word auh, such that au is not a segment of uh, 
satisfies (auhl s 2p(auh) - 1. Which is a sharp result according to Remark 3.1. 
The method is to show that such a word can be written as auh = w1 w2w3 = 
wl,w;w; = where w1 and w;l are two unbordered words which overlap on a length 
greater or equal to the length of w 4. 
We introduce and study the sequences of words defined as follows. 
Let a, and al be two different letters and &-, be a word. We dlefine for i 2 1, the 
sequences (q), (k), (t:), (ty), (h) by the following conditions: 
(3a) ai = ai (mod 23, i.e., for an even integer q = ao, and for an odd integer 
lli = al; 
(3b) ti is such that aiti is the shortest border of a&-l; 
(3~) ti such that a,+l ti is the longest unbordered prefix of ai +I ti ; 
(3d) ty such that tit7 = 4 ; 
(3e) fi such that fit~=fi+ 
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i i 
4+1 fi 
itkm 3.1. 1Rt a0 and a1 be two different ljettms and f. be a word. Let (a,), 
, (t;r), (fi) be the sequences defined by the relations (3a) to (3e). For i > 1 and 
the following properties hold: 
the prefix and the suffix a,,t, of a& _ 1 are disjoined, ides?, fi -* has the form 
whc~e u may be the empty wovd ;
fi+: k&S the fOmt ti+* = tivai ti, where v may be the empty word ; 
Ih+*l>lril; 
t, is a prefix of ti+ 1 ; 
According to the definition qh is the shortest border of di-1. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.1, sic is an unbordercd word and either IUiG = U&-t, or the prefix qti 
and the sufhx qk of aifi _ 1 are disjoined. Since Iti is different of fi-1 the condition 
( 1) holds. 
The words ai+ 1 h and ai+lfi are two prefix of ai+lf,_i” The word ai+lti is the 
longest u&ordered preIix of a i+l ti, and ai( is a ~ffk of ai+lfi. Since ai is different 
from q+l the hypothesis of Lemma 2.7 hold, and the word (Ai+l ti is a proper prefix 
of ai+li;.,l* 
f i 
,I 
C 
“i C , 
341 t. Ml “is Q.9 *- . __.I& 
Thus a,+& is a proper prefix of q+,&+, and qti is a suBix of a,+lfi+l. Suppose 
at these prefix and suffix overIap, then the clver9apping segment is a border of 
aih. Sintz q& is an u&ordered word, this is inlpossible and ai+lh+l has the form 
a,+lfi+l = q,,t,v0.&. This proves (2). 
have IzM.&~ * 11 and property (3) holds. 
is the longest u&ordered prefix of a&,1. Accord- 
of aiG+l. ,%s ai& is unbcrrdered we have ai& is 
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According tlo the definition G+~ =ti+l~y+l. And property (6) is a consequence of 
property (5). 0 
C~~~lh.ry 3.2, Let a,, ai be two diflerenit letters and fO be a word. Let (&, (t& (tj, 
(t’& a) be sequences defined by the relations (3a) to (3e). There exists a un@re 
integer m such that the following properties hold: 
(1) lt&Clt*1c* l l clfml=lfm-*l+ l l Slf*l; - 
(2) for i = 1.) m - 1 we have that ti is Q prefix of &+ 1 ; 
(3) L =fm-1; 
(4) if m>L then lf,l~It,l+ltm-ll+lt’i~-Itll. 
roof. According to the Proposition 3.1.) while b # fi_+ 6 is a proper prefix i>f 
t i+l l Since & +li is a prefix of fi and fi is a prefix of fi _1, these words are all prefk:s 
of the finite word fo. Therefore there exists a smaller integer m for which 
trill = ftn-I* This proves (l), (2) and (3). 
According to property (6) of Position 3.1 we have, for all i in the range 
lGGm-2Pfil-lf- *+I!ei+Il-ltil~ Then If1l-lL-1Iam-1I-It*l* 
According to the definition f. = fl br and If01 = IfI + !!I!. Since t,,, -,. f,,,_ 1 we halIe 
Ifol~ltl+l~_ll-Itll+lt’Il. This proves (4). U 
Lemma 3.3. Let aQ, al be two diflerent letters and fO be LE word. Let (ce,), at,), (ti), 
(t’,?, (fi) be the sequences defined by the relations (3ai to (3e). Let m be the 
I 
minimum integer such that t,,, = f,_+ Let u be 4 word and uo, u1 be two preifixes of 
/ u such that the following two conditions hold: 
I 
I 
(i) u is a prefix of fO and aou is not a segment of fO and alu is not a segment of 
f- / I 
/ 
O’(..) 
11 aouo is the longest unbordered prefix of aQu, and a,u, is the longest ur:bor- 
I dered prefix of u1 u. 
For such hypothesis the following propositions hold: 
I (1) if m = 1, then al fO is an unbordered word ; 
(2) if m is an odd integer and m > 1, then a, t,,, is an unbordered word and 
lfolslttnl+l%l; 
(3) if m is an even integer, then a, t, is an unbordered word und 1 fol s l t, l + : ul/. 
i 
If m = 1, then t1 = f,-, and according to the definition u1 tl is an unbordered 
‘This proves (1). 
We assume now that m # 1. For ali i in the rang,e 1 G i s m - 1 we ha 
sufhx of fi-.l and Uic is a segment of fO. Sinrx ~ZG is not a se 
cannot be a prefix. of k. Since u and Q are both prefixes of 
is an x of 
of uo, neeg 
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Hence, if m is an odd integer we have 1 t,,, _ 1 1 G 1 u,l, and, if m is an even integer we 
have It,, Il+4. 
According to Corollary 3.2 (property (4)) and to the inequality It’;1 4 It& we 
foI~it,l+lfm-1l* 
Therefore, if m is an odd integer and m f 1 we have a, t,,, is an unbordered 
word and If& IQ-.!+ !u& g!rhd, if m is an even integer we have a&, is an 
unbordered word and If,js ltml + lull. This, proves (2) and (3). 0 
a 3.4. Let a be a letter and u, h be two words. If au is not a segment of uh 
is a segment of uh t’n another position than prefix, then we have lawhI s 
2p(auhb - 1. 
rod. According to the hypothesis there exist a letter b different from a and two 
words r and w such that auh = rbuw and bu is not a segment of uw. 
a U h 
I * L -- 1 
r b u W ‘ . s-- - c 
b a-- . 
Assume that a@= a, al = b and fO= uw. The words uo, ul, the sequences 
(a,), (t,), (t:), (t:?, (f,j and the integer m bleing defked as in Lemma 3.3. 
Let us consider the word rbu,. We have au a ncl rbuo are two prefixes of 
a,uh, buo is a suffix of rbuo, and au is not a seg;ment of rlpuo. Therefore, according 
to Corollary 2.9 we have rbuo is an unbordered word antd au is a proper prefur of 
rbu,. Hence !rbuol s p(auh), and lul s p(auh) - 2. 
Case 1: m = 1. _Acc<lrding to Lemma 3.3 we have bf,, is an unbordered word. 
Thus lbfOl s p(auh). Since auh = rbf,, we have lauhl = (rrbuo( - lbuol + Ibfol. There- 
fore jauhl < 2p(auh) -- 1. 
Case 2: m is an odd integer and m > 1. Acctitadling to L,emma 3.3, we have bt, is 
an unbordered word and If01 G l~l+ lu,,l. S’ me bt&,, is a segment of auh and 
auh = rbfO, we have I~#~(auh)-1 and Jauh(=~rt~u,~-~u,~+~f~~~~ Therefore 
s 2p(auh) - 1.. 
Case 3: m is an even integer and m > 1. kizording to Lemma 3.3, we have bt, 
is an u&ordered word and Ifol< Ikl+ lull. Since u1 is a prefix of u we have 
have liauhl = Irbuo( - lu,l+ If01 and \auhl s 
I + lull. Therefore lauhl G p(aud’l)~ + lull and lauhl =z 2p(auh) - 2. 
w that rbt, is an unblordered word. First of all, t,,, and 
ince at,,, is an u&ordered word and au0 is the longest 
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unbordered prefix of au we have au is a proper prefix of at,,,. Furthermore no 
prefix of au is a suffix of k. Hence no prefix of au is a suffix of &,,. Since au is a 
prefix of rbt, we have au is a proper prefix of the shortest border of rbk. Since au 
is 
a U _bm u . 
A 
I ’ , , - 
a U a U- 
not a segment of uh, it cannot be a segment of rbt, in another position than 
prefix. It folio .YS that rbt,,, has no proper border. Then it is an unbordered word. 
We have rub = rbfO. Then (auh( = Irb~~--lt,,,!+lf,& As lfol~lt,,,i+luII and rbt, is 
an unbordc:red segment of auh we have lauhls p(auh)+ lull and lauhlg 
2p(auh) - IL. 
Therefo; I in both cases we have lauhl G 2p(auh) - 1. This proves the announced 
result. li 
Rennark 3.1. The method used to proof the Lemma 3.4 can seem to be compli- 
cated. The more surprising is not that we reach a result in such a way, but it is that 
this result is a sharp one according to the fact that we can find worlds f as long as 
we wish, which satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4. and IfI = 2&) - 2. We can 
see it on the general form 
f=ba n+lbanban+2banban+~ban 
for which IfI = 6n + 10, h(f) ~432 +7, p(f) = 3n +6. 
A sufficient condition, for the equality of the smallest period of a word and the 
maximum length of its u&ordered segments, is a consequence of the properties of 
the Lyndon words. Assume that the alphabet A is ordered by <. This induces the 
lexicographic order (dictionary order) on th.e free monoi’d A*. A word a 1 l 9 9 a, 
of length n is a Lyndon word if and only if it is strictly the least compared to its 
proper conjugates, i.e., for all i in the range 2G6n we have a, 9 l l a, < 
ai l l ’ dlnU, l l ’ Gli-1. The subset of Lyndon words is a basis for a complete 
factorization of the free monoad A* [23. A ptimitiue word, i.e., a word which is 
not a power of another word, is different .From each of its proper conjugates and 
we have: each primitive wo has one conjugate which is a Lyndon word. is, i 
connection with the follow yredon word is an unbordered word, is a useful 
property for the study of equations between words [S]. Hence, the period of a 
42 
byndon word is 
eriocticity an5 is 
We are, in this 
J.P. Dud 
its own ‘length and this directly leads to the problems iof 
useful to prove other combinatokl results [3]. 
context, only interested in the following consequence: 
Let f be a word and assume that there are k different letters in this 
If Ifl>Z.‘A(f)- k, then A(#= p(f). 
f. Assume that the integer n is equal to Am. Then f can be written 
l an)481 l l .ap with gal, O<il<q and al***a, is a primitive word. 
Ience, for each choice of one of the k different letters of the word as the least 
one in the ordered alphalbet we obtain a conjug*ate of la1 l l l a,, beginning with this 
tter and which is a Lyndon word. (This is notice in [6].) Then a, l l l a, has k 
different unbordered conjugates. Hence at 1e:ast one of these conjugates is a 
se ent of a, + l l Gal l l l u_~. Therefore if IfI 3 2h(jf)- k we have p(f22 A@). 
Since p(fl “-A(f) we have h(f) = plf). 151 
.2, Let f be a word. lf A(f)+ pcf), then Ifl:~2h(f)-3. 
. If A(f) # ~(-0, there >are at least two different letters in f. The consequence 
is immxiiate. C.j 
4.3. Let f be a word. If A(f) # p(f), then \fl s Carp -7. 
f. Let f be a word such that Xcf) f p(j). And let \Y be the longest prefix of f 
which is a segment of f in another position th,an prefix. 
‘Ne have A(f) # P(F) and f is not an unbordered word. Then w is not the 
empty word. 
Let b be the letter and h be the word such th:at f .= wrbh. Suppose h is the empty 
word. Then w is a suffix of f arid f is a power of the letter b. This is a 
contradiction with the hypothesis A(f) f p(f). Hence h! is not the empty word. 
W .b_ h , -a.--- 
W 
c --d 
Suppse that !wla go? - 1 e As w is the longest p:e:kx which is twice a segment 
according to Corollary 2.11, we have w a sufhx of f. 
an sufh of f, and the smallest period of f satisfi 
nd aczzording to Corollary 4.2, we have IfI < 2Au) - 3. Thu!; 
has the form f = wbvw with lbvla 3. Now follows property 
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I f A 
W b h 4 4 
W _b. v W ‘ , 
(4.1) If iwia&)-l, then we have f= wbvw with Jbu3>3 and h(j’)=\fi-iwi. 
Let u be the longest suffix of wb which is twice a segment of uh. And exam&e 
the different cases. 
f I t 
W ,b, h , I 
A U 8 
Case 1: u is the empty word. That means b is not a letter of h and bh is an 
unbordered word. Since bh is a segment of f we have lbhl =G p(f). Suppose 
Iwl a r_~v) - 1, according to the property (4.1) we have bh = bvw with ibr.~i 3 3. 
Hence ibhi > p(f), this is a contradiction. Therefore in the case that u is the empty 
word we have Iwl G &j) - 2. Since f = wbk it follows: 
(4.2) In the case u is the empty word, we have ifi ~2&)-2. 
Case ‘3. Assume now that u is not the empty word. 
Since w is the longest prefk of f which is twice a segment of f, we have wb # u. 
f I I 
W ,b_ h P 4 
a u h 4 
Let a be the letter such that au is a s&ix of wb. Hence au is a prefix of c:uh, u is 
twice a segment of uh and au is not a segment of uh. According to Lemma 3.4. 
we have (auh)<2p(auh)-1. Since auh is a segment of f, we have p(auh)sp(f) 
and lauhIs2p(f)-l. Since Jbhi=iauhJ-1 I d u an u is not the empty word, we have 
ibhic2&#--2. Since f= wbh it follows: 
(4.3) In the case u is not the empty word and Iw\ s p(f) - 2, we have Ifi s 
3r_L(&-4. 
Suppose now that 1 wi > p(f) - 1. According to property (4. I) we have bh = bvw 
and ibvia3. It follows that iwi~jbhi-3 and iwi~2~(f)-5. Since f= wbvw, we 
have: 
(4.4) In case u is not the empty word and 1~13 &) - 1, we have ifi s 4&? - 7. 
For pcf) = 1, 2 or 3, we can easily verify that in both cases A (D = gcf). 
Therefore pcf) > 3. 
According to properties (4.2), ( .3.) and (4.4) we can conclude in bot 
that, for h(f)#&) we have Ifi~4~Cf)--7. 0 
$4 J.P. DuvaI 
From Lemma 4.3. follows: 
. Let f be Q word. For IfI *4p(f)-6, we have A(f) = p(f). 
We expect the same result Acf> = p(f) holds for IfI 2 3p(f). Referring to the 
proof of Lenma 4.3, the unique case for whkh the condition Ifls3p(f) is not 
proved is reported by property (4.4), and in this case more conditions remain 
unexplored. The expected result, A(f) = p(f) holds for \.f\ 2 3p(f), would be: a con- 
sequence o; the ,following: 
Let f be word such that the prefix of length p(j) is an unbordered word. 
Then, if If\*9 2pt’f) we have A(f) := ,~(fl. 
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